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Biomedical Semantics in the Big Data Era

 Two seemingly orthogonal developments

 Big Data, amounts expanding from tera- and petabytes to 

exabytes, zettabytes, yottabytes

 Increasing trend towards formalization, e.g., BioPortal

 How can Big Data and biomedical semantics best benefit from 

each other?

 This workshop will exploit the possibilities of the (semi-) 

automated acquisition of terminology concepts, ontology 

axioms, as well as term translations and synonyms



Understanding our agenda
 The organizers of this workshop collected and offered their 

topic relevant papers in preparation for the workshop today.

 These papers were analysed with the help of the GoPubmed* 

tool that mapped the relevant key concepts to each paper. 

GoPubmed uses among other MeSH and GO for structured 

concept mapping.

 We have extracted the most relevant top ten medical 

informatics concepts of each paper and listed them, as shown 

on the next two slides.

 A semantic network was drawn to show how these concepts 

connects the papers. 

 This concept map helps us to understand the 

interconnectedness of various fields of our domain.

*http://gopubmed.com/web/gopubmed/   

http://gopubmed.com/web/gopubmed/


Titles of workshop speakers papers 

reveal a wide area of topics: 
• Applying ontological realism to medically unexplained syndromes

• Automated Concept and Relationship Extraction for Ontology Development

• Automated concept and relationship extraction for the Semi-Automated Ontology Management (SEAM) 

System

• Automatic mapping of clinical documentation to SNOMED CT

• Feature extraction for predictive modeling

• Closing the loop: from paper to protein annotation using supervised Gene Ontology classification

• Combining knowledge and data driven insights for identifying risk factors using electronic health records

• EHR-based phenome wide association study in pancreatic cancer

• Exploring Patient Risk Groups with Incomplete Knowledge

• Formal ontologies in biomedical knowledge representation

• Intra-Axiom Redundancies in SNOMED CT

• Literature Review of SNOMED CT Use

• Managing the data deluge: data-driven GO category assignment improves while complexity of functional 

annotation increases

• Next Generation Phenotyping Using the Unified Medical Language System

• Quality assurance in LOINC using description logic

• Question answering for biology and medicine

• Subword-based semantic retrieval of clinical and bibliographic documents

• User-Directed Coordination in SNOMED CT



Extracted Key Concepts
• Algorithms • Linguistics

• Artificial Intelligence • Logic

• Automatic Data Processing 
• Logical Observation Identifiers Names and 

Codes

• Bayes • Meaningful Use

• Bibliometrics • Medical Informatics

• Biological Ontologies • Medical Informatics Applications

• Biological Science Disciplines • medical record

• Biology • Medical Record Linkage

• Case Management • Medical Records Systems, Computerized

• Classification • Medicine

• Computational Biology • MEDLINE

• Computer Systems • Molecular Sequence Annotation

• Computers • Multilingualism

• Critical Pathways • Natural Language Processing

• Current Procedural Terminology • predictive model

• data • Programming Languages

• Data Collection • Publishing

• Data Mining • PubMed

• Databases, Bibliographic • Quality Control

• Databases, Genetic • Quality Improvement

• Decision Support Systems, Clinical • RISk Group Analysis

• Decision Support Techniques • ROC Curve

• Documentation • RxNorm

• Electronic Health Records • Science

• Gene Ontology • Search Engine

• Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System • Semantics

• Information Science • Software

• Information Storage and Retrieval • system process

• Information Systems • Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine 

• Intelligence • Systems Biology

• International Classification of Diseases • Terminology as Topic

• knowledge • Unified Medical Language System

• Knowledge Bases • Vocabulary, Controlled

• Language • Workflow



Papers connected by key concepts
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From free text to ontology:

SEAM System for 

Medically Unexplained Syndromes 

in the U.S. Veterans Population

Medinfo 2015 Conference, São Paulo, Brazil

August 21, 2015



From text to ontologies:

Ontology induction historically meant extracting ontological 
structure from text. 

Language could reveal the concepts important to a domain 
and the linkages between them, but that would only be 
sensible if the text’s author did not think the reader already 
had a shared, fundamental, base level understanding of the 
world (i.e., knowledge remaining “under the surface” of the 
text.)

The surface textual level often does not correspond with the 
deeper semantic level.

This disconnect between text and semantics causes concept 
and relationship identification from literature and chart 
review currently, at best, semi-automated. Domain experts 
verify usage within the domain and ontology experts verify 
the soundness of the knowledge structure. 

Introduction



From text to ontologies (cont.):
Several systems for semi-automated ontology (or 

terminology) management have been developed, and 
some also applied in the clinical domain, like: 

• Text2Onto (P. Cimiano and J. Völker, 2005) 

• OntoLT (P. Buitelaar and M. Sintek, 2004)

• OntoLearn (P. Velardi, S. Faralli, and R. Navigli, 
2012)

• A. Baneyx, J. Charlet, and M.-C. Jaulent, “Building 
an ontology of pulmonary diseases with natural 
language processing tools using textual corpora,”
IJMI (2007)76:208–215.

These systems all perform three basic functions: 
term, synonymy and relationship extraction on a 
targeted training corpus. Most of these ontology 
development systems were evaluated on the single 
domain for which they were created. 

Introduction



VHA project general objectives:

Provide Veterans Health Administration (VHA) clinical 

research with methods and instruments for improving 

detection and mitigation of health problems in deployed 

veterans, and more specifically on the detection of medically 

unexplained syndromes (MUS), a challenging family of 

syndromes because of their complex and sometimes ill-

defined and overlapping diagnostic criteria.

Medically Unexplained Syndromes include the Irritable Bowel 

Syndrome, Fibromyalgia, Chronic Fatigue, Chronic 

Multisystem Illness, etc.

All have complex diagnostic criteria mostly based on signs 

and symptoms, with a little laboratory examinations and 

imaging.

Existing ontologies provide only partial coverage of the 

information needed to detect MUS.

Introduction



Ontology development difficulties:

Development and maintenance of ontologies usually a manual, 

lengthy, and resource-intensive process. 

Several tools have been developed to ease this process, such as 

Protégé or OBO-Edit.

Various semi-automated methods to develop and maintain 

ontologies studied in recent years. These methods typically 

consist of an iterative process of automated extraction of 

potential new elements of information from text, followed by a 

manual curation of the new proposed ontology elements. 

The main advantage of these semi-automated methods is the 

significant reduction in human effort, allowing for faster and less 

resource-intensive ontology development and maintenance.

Introduction



SEmi-Automated ontology Management tool (SEAM):

This tool helps ontology development by automatically extracting 

terms, concepts (i.e., groups of synonymous terms), and relations from 

narrative text. Users can then edit this automatically extracted 

information and export ontologies.

The three main components are:

Methods

• a background NLP application (for terms, 

concepts, and relations discovery and 

extraction), 

• a MySQL database and an RDF 

triple store, 

• and a graphical user interface application 

(for extracted information edition, and to 

control the application overall).



Data model and workflow:

SEAM



Text pre-processing: 

SEAM



Terms and Concepts extraction: 

SEAM



Relations extraction: 

SEAM



Graphical user interface:

SEAM



Graphical user interface:

The GUI mainly allows for:

• general control of the application (load text files, databases, 

and ontologies; start and stop the application; access 

documentation)

• manual edition of concepts (approach similar to "card sorting")

• manual edition of relations (approach similar to "laddering") 

• export of the resulting ontology from the “triple store” as an 

OWL file, after manual edition and validation of the ontology 

concepts and relations.

The GUI allows simply editing concepts and relations with drag 

and drop and labels edition.

SEAM



GUI: Terms discovery and concepts definition

SEAM



GUI: Hierarchical relations (is_a) definition

SEAM



Medically Unexplained Syndrome (MUS) ontology use case:

Reference ontology built using ICD-11body systems ontology, 
consultation with domain experts, literature and chart reviews. 
Contains 236 entities (201 classes and 36 individuals) and 413 
hierarchical relationships. 

SEAM processed 696 clinical notes (2009 i2b2 medication 
challenge corpus) and 47 biomedical scientific publications 
(literature review).

Term extraction: 271 recommended terms matched 62 terms in 
the reference ontology (23% match) and 163 were accepted by 
experts (60% approval). Approval increased with the number and 
specificity of clinical notes, from 53% with 199 clinical notes not 
specific to the ontology domain, to 89% with 2879 notes very 
specific to the target domain.

Concept extraction (synonymy relations extraction): 75 
recommended relations but only 19 accepted by experts (25% 
approval).

Hierarchical relations extraction results: 14 recommended 
relations and 9 accepted by experts (64% approval).

Evaluation
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The promise of Big Data (?)

 "Today companies like 

Google, which have 

grown up in an era of 

massively abundant 

data, don't have to 

settle for wrong models. 

Indeed, they don't have 

to settle for models at 

all. (...) Forget 

taxonomy, ontology, and 

psychology." 

Chris Anderson Wired Magazine, 2008



The rise of semantic standards 

and specifications

UMLS

Ontologies       Terminologies     Information Models



Standardised representation and 

reasoning formalisms

ObservationResult and isAboutQuality only (MassIntake

and inheresIn some  CigaretteTobaccoSmokingSituation

and projectsOnto some (ValueRegion and 

isRepresentedBy only

(hasInformationAttribute some perDay and

hasValue some int[>=10])))

SubClassOf InformationItem and isAboutSituation

HeavyCigaretteTobacco Situation



Persistence of free text 

narratives in EHRs

Patient is a 80 y/o female with hx of CAD, DM, HTN, left PICA 

stroke who presented to the ED after a fall. SHe was admitted 

after being found to be demented and unclear if this was a new 

or old diagnosis. Basic labs for dementia were sent including 

TSH, B12, folate which were normal. MRI revealed a 

mennigioma and old PICA infarct. Likely diagnosis is Alzheimer's 

Disease. She was started on donepezil and Quetiapine. PT/OT 

evaluated her and felt that she was safe to be d/c home with 

services.



Persistence of data silos:

No interoperability

 Proprietary vocabularies / data dictionaries

 Proprietary information templates

 Different natural languages

 Legacy systems that obviate data exchange

CIS 1
Terminology X

CIS 2

Termi

nology

Y

CIS 3

English

Texts

CIS 4
Spanish

Texts



Barriers to Semantic 

Interoperability

 Vocabularies, ontologies, information models:

 Conflicting and overlapping models of meaning and use

 Lack of ontological grounding

 Confuse and ambiguous naming

 Representation and reasoning mechanisms

 Difficult to learn and to apply

 Performance issues, computational complexity

 Lack of industry-standard tools

 Natural language content

 Idiosyncratic language (abbreviated, ungrammatical)

 Context dependence



www.semantichealthnet.eu

The vision of 

Semantic Big Data 

Simple upper-level 

model of disjoint 

classes

Information 

Entity

Clinical 

Entity

• life phase 

(finding)

• procedure

• substance

• observable

• device

• role

• organism

• record 

artefact

• time

• certainty

• provenance

• quality

Information model #1

Information model #3

Information model #3

Virtual 

Homogeneous

Data

grounding

Structured 

clinical

data

Structured 

clinical

data

Patient is a 80 y/o female with hx of CAD, DM, HTN, 

left PICA stroke who presented to the ED after a fall. 

SHe was admitted after being found to be demented 

and unclear if this was a new or old diagnosis. Basic 

labs for dementia were sent including TSH, B12, folate 

which were normal. MRI revealed a mennigioma and old 

PICA infarct. Likely diagnosis is Alzheimer's Disease. She 

was started on donepezil and Quetiapine. PT/OT 

evaluated her and felt that she was safe to be d/c 

home with services.

Clinical

Narratives

Clinical queries

Business Intelligence

Decision Support

Content Summarization

(…)

binding

NLP Pipeline 
mining

Clinical 

Termin-

ologies

Ontologies



Deep question-answering 

for biomedical 

decision-support ?

Patrick Ruch

patrick.ruch@hesge.ch

http://bitem.hesge.ch/

HES-SO & SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Chair of the EFMI WG6 Natural Language Understanding

Workshop of IMIA WG `Language and Meaning In Biomedicine`

MEDINFO 2015 – Sao Paulo,Brazil

mailto:patrick.ruch@hesge.ch
http://bitem.hesge.ch/


Trendy



Archeology of medical informatics

 Open domain

 SHRDLU

 Domain-specific

 BASEBALL

…

 DOCTOR (psychology)

 MYCIN (Meningitis)

 QMR (Internal medicine)

 What is the diagnosis of those symptoms ?



Why Deep Question Answering ?

 Some biomedical questions cannot be answered with existing QA systems

e.g. What functions are associated with BTK kinase ?



Why Deep Question Answering ?

 Some biomedical questions cannot be answered with existing QA systems

What functions are associated with BTK kinase ?

Gene Ontology concepts such as

“MyD88-dependent toll-like receptor signaling pathway”

… can be found in no corpora

… only in Swiss-Prot !



Big (Library) Data Do Not Help !

Basically, existing factoid QA systems cannot answer those questions !

… with 24 million papers in MEDLINE 

Gobeill et al. 2014, “Closing the loop…”

40

CTD benchmark UniProt benchmark

IR 

component

Answer 

Extractor

MRR R100 MRR R5

PubMed GoPubMed .39 .16 .22 .21

PubMed EAGL .34 .15 .33 .45

Vectorial EAGL .33 .14 .34 .49



Definition of Deep QA

 Terms cannot be found in any corpora

 Curated resources are available to link categories to 

narratives

 Curated resources can be used to generate association 

between terms and corpora

 Thus making possible to answer any factoid question



Foundational example

 Gene Ontology Terms cannot be found in any corpora

 Curated resources are available to link categories to 

narratives: Swiss-Prot !

 Curated resources can be used to generate association 

between terms and corpora: GOCat



Results: +100% improvement

CTD benchmark UniProt benchmark

IR 

component

Answer Extractor MRR R100 MRR R5

PubMed GoPubMed .39 .16 .22 .21

PubMed EAGL .34 .15 .33 .45

PubMed GOCat .69 .33 .58 .73

Vectorial EAGL .33 .14 .34 .49

Vectorial GOCat .66 .33 .58 .75

43

Gobeill et al. 2015, “Deep Question Answering…”



Conclusion/Challenges

 Big Data requires “Deep” Resources

 Are high-quality disease/diagnosis/pathology ontologies 

available ?

 Are high-quality curated clinical databases available ?



Feature Extraction for 

Predictive Modeling

Jianying Hu, Ph.D.

Senior Manager, Health Informatics Research

IBM T.J.Watson Research Center

Chair, AMIA KDDM Working Group



Diagnosis

Medication

Lab

Clinical 
notes

Diagnostics

Genomic 
data

IBM Research Data-Driven Analytics for Learning Health System

46

Data from Health Ecosystem

Practice 

Management

Patient Engagement
Point of Care 

Decision Support

Wellness 

Management

Care Mgmt. & 

Coordination

Real World 

Evidence

HR

Physical 
Activities

Vital Signs

Social 
Interaction

Affinity 
(Retail)

Diet

Predictive 

Modeling
Risk 

Stratification

Disease 

Modeling

Care Pathway 

Analytics

Patient 

Similarity

Interactive 

Cohort 

Analysis

Outcome 

Analysis

Visual 

Analytics 

Workbench

Health Behavior 

Research 

Translational 

Medicine

Data Driven Analytics

Solutions



IBM Research Predictive Modeling Pipeline

Key Innovations:

 Feature preprocessing to handle incompleteness and sparsity

 Pattern mining to derive higher level phenotype representations

 Feature selection algorithms to identify salient signals from high dimensional 

data 

 Big data platform to support rapid exploration of large model space

Structured 

Data

Feature 

extraction

Longitudinal

Patient 

Representation
Feature selection

Unstructure

d Data

Prediction 

Model

Scoring

Model Development

Feature engineering

Model Exploration

Preprocessing

• Diagnoses

• Procedures

• Medication

• Lab results

• …

• Encounter Notes



Feature Selection: Combining Knowledge- and Data- Driven Risk Factors Using 

Scalable Orthogonal Regression (SOR)

Model accuracy Correlation among 

data-driven features
Correlation between

data- and knowledge-

driven features

Sparse

Penalty

Knowledge

base

Clinical data

Risk factor 

gathering

Data 

processing

Knowledge 

risk factors

Potential 

risk 

factors

Target 

condition

Risk factor 

augmentation Combined 

risk factors

Published in SDM 2012



CHF predictive modeling results   

 AUC significantly improves as complementary data 

driven risk factors are added into existing knowledge 

based risk factors. 

 A significant AUC increase occurs when we add first 

50 data driven features 

Published in AMIA2012 

• 4644 case patients, 45,981 control patients

• Over 20k features of different types (diagnoses, 

demographics, Framingham symptoms, lab 

results, medication, vital)

• Novel feature selection algorithm enabling 

integration of knowledge driven and data driven 

risk factors

• Investigation of different observation windows 

(30 – 900 days) and prediction windows (1 – 720 

days)

• Investigation of multiple classification models 

(logistic regression, random forest, kNN, cox 

regression …)

NIH grant on early CHF 

detection

2013

+200	+150	

+100	
+50	

all	knowledge	
features	+diabetes	

+Hypertension	

CAD	

0.5	

0.55	

0.6	

0.65	

0.7	

0.75	

0.8	

0	 100	 200	 300	 400	 500	 600	

A
U
C
	

Number	of	features	
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Question: will incorporating features extracted from unstructured data 
further improve model performance?  

Motivations | Objectives | Methods | Results | Discussion & Conclusions

Machine 

Learning

NLP



Structured Features
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Motivations | Objectives | Methods | Results | Discussion & Conclusions

Variable Category Example Variables

Number 

of 

Variables

Aggregation 

Method

Clinical Diagnosis
Diabetes, Cardiac disorders, Chronic 

Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, etc.
18,569 count

Clinical Measures
Pulse, Systolic blood pressure, Diastolic 

blood pressure, etc.
6 mean

Labs
Estimated Glomerular Filtration Rate, 

Cholesterol, Serum Glucose, etc.
2,336 mean

Medication 

Reconciliation

Beta Blockers Cardio-Selective, Loop 

Diuretics, etc.
1,250 count

Prescription Order Furosemide, digoxin, etc. 3,952 count

Imaging Order
Different imaging, echo orders, e.g. echo 

exam of heart (2d echo) etc.
18 count

Hospitalization
The ICD-9 diagnosis code associated with 

the hospitalization.
7,304 count



Unstructured Features

52

Extracted Framingham HF criteria Code names
Feature 

subtypes
Major Criteria

Acute Pulmonary Edema APEdema (APED) Positive, Negative

Paroxysmal Nocturnal Dyspnea or orthopnea PNDyspnea (PND) Positive, Negative

Jugular Venous Distention JVDistension (JVD) Positive, Negative

Rales Rales (RALE) Positive, Negative

Radiographic Cardiomegaly RCardiomegaly (RC) Positive, Negative

S3 Gallop S3Gallop (S3G) Positive, Negative

Hepatojugular Reflux HJReflux (HJR) Positive, Negative

Central venous pressure > 16 cm H2O ICV Pressure (ICV) Positive, Negative

Weight Loss of 4.5 kg in 5 days due to HF treatment WeightLoss (WTL) Positive

Minor Criteria

Bilateral Ankle Edema AnkleEdema (ANKED) Positive, Negative

Dyspnea on Ordinary Exertion DOExertion (DOE) Positive, Negative

Hepatomegaly Hepatomegaly (HEP) Positive, Negative

Nocturnal Cough NightCough (NC) Positive, Negative

Pleural Effusion PleuralEffusion (PLE) Positive, Negative

Tachycardia (rate of ≥ 120 min-1) Tachycardia (TACH) Positive

Motivations | Objectives | Methods | Results | Discussion & Conclusions

Byrd RJ, Steinhubl SR, Sun J, Ebadollahi S., Stewart WF, “Automatic identification of heart failure diagnostic criteria, using text analysis of 

clinical notes from electronic health records”, Int J Med Inform. 2014 Dec; 83 (12): 983-92.



Model Performance

53

60%

65%

70%

75%

80%

85%

90%

60 120 180 240 300 360 420 480 540 600 660 720

A
U

C

Prediction Window (days; prior to diagnosis date)

Unstructured Feature Types (n=15)

Structured Feature Types (n=100)

Unstructured & Structured Feature Types (n=100)

Unstructured & Structured Feature Types (n=500)

Motivations | Objectives | Methods | Results | Discussion & Conclusions

 Both unstructured and structured information in EHR can facilitate early detection of 

HF as early as two years prior to diagnosis. 

 The combined data achieved superior performance compared to using structured or 

unstructured data alone across all the prediction window sizes.

 Unstructured and structured factors exhibited different patterns of predictive ability 

with some being more useful closer to and others farther from the diagnosis date.

 The importance of FHFSS features.
AMIA Joint Summit 2015



Connecting structured and 

unstructured content

Tomasz Adamusiak MD PhD

@7omasz



About me

 Leading Thomson Reuters Data Fusion implementation 

team 

 Chair of Knowledge Representation and Semantics 

Working Group American Medical Informatics Association



Any enterprise CEO really ought to be 

able to ask a question that involves 

connecting data across the 

organization, […] Most organizations 

are missing this ability to connect all 

the data together.

Sir Tim Berners-Lee



Big Data is the challenge that 

organizations face in attempting to 

effectively use and gain insight from 

all of their available data.



Thomson Reuters today

Largest provider of 
intelligent information

Thomson Reuters is the largest 
provider of intelligent information
to business and professional 
customers in the world, generating
a total revenue of $12.6B in 2014.

Global presence

We operate in 300 cities 

in more than 100 

countries across the 

world.

Publicly traded

We hold ourselves accountable through 

compliance with Sarbanes Oxley 

and a stringent code of business ethics.

Strong brand

Named 57th Best Global

Brand of 100 as ranked 

by InterBrand in 2014.



Our content for drug development

DISCOVERY

TRANSLATIONAL

BUSINESS

DEVELOPMENT

PRE-CLINICAL

REGULATORY

COMMERCIALIZATION

Biological Pathways – 1,500+ manually curated pathways, 684 disease-specific pathway maps

Molecular Interactions - 1.4M+ interactions

Chemistry – 2.5 million+ compounds structure searchable

Genetic Sequences  – Over 65 million nucleic  and amino-acid sequences from patent claims, 1981-present

Biological Effects – 1.5M Preclinical Pharmacology Records, 180K+ experimental models with 15K+ drugs tested

Biomarkers – 26,000+ Biomarkers with over 1.1M uses

Gene Variants – 372,000 variant-disease associations, 10,000 drug response records

Intellectual Property – More than 6M patents from 92 countries  grouped in 2.3M+ families

Pipeline Drugs Intelligence – 53,000+ drugs in R&D status, indications, and licensing

Clinical Intelligence – 160,000+ Clinical Trial records. Key time, cost and quality performance metrics are derived from 

data collected directly from biopharmaceutical companies including metrics such as success rates, cycle times, 

enrollment rates and protocol deviations

Deals – 40,000+ Alliance summaries, 2,800+ Contract analyses, 1,700+ Deal snapshots

Corporate Intelligence – Coverage of 100,000 companies involved in Drug Development

Event Transcripts – 37,000+ transcripts of investor calls and meetings where pharma/biotech reveal information and 

plans, often before they are disclosed elsewhere, and field questions from analysts and reporters 

Regulatory Intelligence – Enhanced regulatory data covering 70 countries & regions

Generic Drug Intelligence – 12,000 launched drugs, 360,000 trade names, 73 world markets, 56,000 manufacturing 

sites, 400 US patent challenges

News – 20+ years 

biopharmaceutical 

news archives and 

market intelligence

Scientific Journals –

17,000+ peer-

reviewed journals

Conferences –

300 conferences 

per year

Disease briefings - A 

comprehensive 

overview of 27 

therapeutic areas 

Epidemiology - Incidence 

and Prevalence for over 

4,500 diseases and 

procedures

CLINICAL



Thomson Reuters Data Fusion

Integrate

Other Analytical 

Tools

SpotfireInternal

Public



MAP STITCH TAG INDEX
ALL YOUR 

STRUCTURED AND 
UNSTRUCTURED DATA 

SOURCES TOGETHER 
WITH PERMIDS

AND MINE ALL YOUR 
UNSTRUCTURED 
SOURCES WITH 

INTELLIGENT TAGGING 
AND INTEGRATE IN 

DATA FUSION

ALL YOUR PRIVATE 
AND PUBLIC DATA 

SETS FOR MORE 

INSIGHTS

ALL YOUR DATA FAST 
AND SCALABLE WAY

Connecting the dots



RDF as an industry standard

Source: http://www.w3.org/TR/2014/NOTE-rdf11-primer-20140225/



Bringing structure to 

unstructured content



Thomson Reuters Intelligent Tagging





Pieter Brueghel the Elder (1526/1530–1569) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

In pursuit of a single 
language

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Brueghel-tower-of-babel.jpg


Integrating terminologies with 

Unified Medical Language System

Donald A.B. Lindberg, M.D

Clinical

Terminologies

UMLS

PMID: 25601137



Connecting disparate data sets 

just as important as having lots 

of data 



Summary of the short discussion 

closing the workshop

 participants agreed that there is no single best source defining the domain 
concepts unambiguously 

 the LaMb Working group should & could not behave as a “language police” or an 
official source of definitions 

 the WG could study, synthetize and publish what the research and development 
community uses as its preferred professional terminology, the way it was done in 
the paper investigating the paradigm shift from concept representation to 
ontologies[ref]

 there is a need to bring together the various fields of NLP, data mining, 
knowledge representation, formal semantic modelling in order to see how these 
evolving methodologies can work together 

 we need better, more comprehensive, multilayer interfaces for more precise 
information, knowledge communication in the matrix of human-machine dialog 
(h->h, h->m, m->h, m->m) 

 due to time constraints participants agreed to follow up this discussion on the 
upcoming LaMB WG business meeting and using the social media channels of the 
WG (see next slide) 

[ref] Healthc Inform Res. 2013 Dec;19(4):235-42. doi: 10.4258/hir.2013.19.4.235. Epub 2013 Dec 31. From concept representations to ontologies: a paradigm shift in health 
informatics? 
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